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Dear Sir orMadam,
Camcycle is a volunteer-led charity with over 1,300 members that works for more, better and safer
cycling andwalking for all ages and abilities in the Cambridge region.
We arewriting to offer comments on general principles that should inform any route choice. Likemany
others we are excited about the sustainable transport opportunities and benefits of a new railway link
to Cambridge. In order to realise those benefits it is critical that walking and cycling connections and
interactions with the railway right-of-way and stations are properly designed and built. We believe it
is important when carving a new right-of-way through the countryside that walking and cycling con-
nectivity and access are not only preserved but also significantly improved over the existing conditions.
This will not only enhance the viability, usability and ridership at the stations but will also leave a great
legacy for the towns and villages along the way.
Therefore we ask that:
• The railway adopt the document Interim Advice Note (IAN) 195/161 from Highways England as
their design standard for cycling infrastructure, or better.

• Any public rights-of-way that would be severed by the railway are provided with appropriate,
safe, easy-to-use, fully accessible for all abilities, compliantwith theEqualityAct, grade-separated
crossings. In particular, grade-separated crossings for cycleways must be rideable and compliant
with the standards of IAN 195/16 Section 2.5. We would strongly prefer that the cycleway re-
mains on level ground or change only at aminimal gradientwhile the railway goes above or below
the cycleway. In particular, where the railway goes above the cycleway, the spacious ‘underbridge’
design must be used. Unlike a dark underpass that people avoid using, an attractive underbridge
looks like a railway bridge above a cycleway, with open sight-lines, proper visibility splays and
ample opportunities for daylight, as described in IAN 195/16 Section 2.5.1.

1www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ha/standards/ians/pdfs/ian195.pdf
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Examples of underbridges.

IAN 195/16 underbridge (left) and CROWManual for Bicycle Traffic underbridge (right).
• All road overbridges or underbridges of the railway are also designed with additional space for
safe walking and cycling, in accordance with section 2.3.2 of IAN 195/16.

• Any opportunities to provide ‘missing links’ for walking and cycling are fully exploited. For exam-
ple, barriers such as rivers and motorways will be crossed by the railway, and for low cost it is
possible to add a parallel segment of walking and cycling bridge that crosses the same barriers.
Similarly, the railway may cross land that simply lacks walking and cycling connections currently,
however an off-road walking and cycling route parallel to the railway could be of great benefit.
This will open up new links between towns, villages and potential future stations.

The Snelbinder walking/cycling bridge was attached to an existing railway bridge over the riverWaal.
However, it is much easier to incorporate this type of facility from the start than to try to bolt it on later.
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The Houten railway station (and underbridge) with easy access by walking and cycling.
• Station sites are fully analysed for sustainable transport opportunities, providing high-quality
walkingandcycling links fromexistingbuildingsornewdevelopments, easygrade-separatedcross-
ings of the railway as discussed above, and high-levels of easily accessible cycle parking. Since a
person cycling travels on average slightly more than three times faster than a person walking, it
follows that good cycling connections to stations can easily increase the area served around each
station by ten times.

• Any newdevelopments or new towns formed around railway stations are planned as sustainable-
transport-oriented-developments, following the model of Houten in the Netherlands. Houten
is a ‘new town’ development that, starting in the 1970s, was built around a new railway station
outsideUtrecht in amanner that hasmade it theworld leader forwalking and cyclingmode share
of local trips. The key components are:
1. a centrally located, grade-separated railway station with high-quality walking and
cycling access;

2. a safe, convenient, pleasant, naturally surveilled, well-connected and dense network
of walking and cycling routes that go to all the homes, shops, schools and other
community destinations;

3. a minimisation of car traffic within the town by creating ‘access-only’ internal routes
formotor vehicles, while motorised through-trafficmust go around the outside of the
town.

Wewould be happy to sit down and discuss how tomaximise the benefits of walking and cycling for the
railway project and make the best provision for sustainable transport both in existing towns and new
developments. While it is early in theprocess for someof these issues, bearing them inmindand looking
for opportunities at this stage will greatly improve the project at minimal expense as it moves towards
more detailed design. We are also concerned by the example of HS2 where the low-cost, high-benefit,
safe walking and cycling provision of the project was scrapped at the last moment, breaking numerous
promises to communities along the right-of-way, dividing themwith a wall instead of connecting them.
We emphasise the importance to the success of East West Rail of ensuring that the project is a uniter,
not a divider, and that it connects communities along the right-of-waywith strong, safe, convenient and
accessible walking and cycling links.
Yours sincerely,
On behalf of Camcycle

MatthewDanish,
Trustee
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Map of Houten and its southern expansion showing the railway as the black line, dedicated cycle routes in
shades of red/orange and how the roadways (coloured white) do not penetrate through the two town centres
but instead connect with an outer ring road. There are two stations in Houten, one in the north labelled (1)

and the newer one in the south labelled (5).
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